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Progress of milestone 5:
Task

Completion

Dominique

Kasey

Todo

1.Showcase Poster

100%

50%

50%

Email for it to get
printed

2. Senior Showcase

50%

25%

25%

We discussed what

Preparation

we want to do and
now we just have to
implement it

3. Have C# code talk to

80%

40%

40%

PHP files

Still need to write
php for tree
building data.

4. Graphics update

100%

100%

Summary of tasks for milestone 4:
1. We put together the poster based on the template.
2. We discussed how we will present and what materials we will use during senior
showcase.
3. We were able to have the c# code call php files on our server to pull database info.
4. We finished the graphics update and the stylus input is much smoother, there is color
indicators to show when math is being done.
Summary of member contribution:

Dominique: Put together the poster and helped prepare for senior showcase.Also researched
how to hook up the c# code to the php files. Helping with research and implementation of tree
search algorithms.
Kasey: Helped prepare for senior showcase and implemented the graphics update.

Plan for milestone 6:
Task

Dominique

Kasey

1.Demo Video

50%

50%

2. User Manual

50%

50%

3. Finalize the Requirements,

50%

50%

50%

50%

50%

50%

Testing, and Design
Documents
4. .Senior Showcase
Preparation
5. Create graphic
representations of the
accuracy our software has
for guessing the correct letter
Summary of tasks for milestone 6:
1. Determine what software we will use to create the demo video and then create it.
2. Write up the user manual and edit/review it.
3. Finalize the requirements, design, and test documents based on recent updates to the
software
4. Continue preparing for senior showcase for April 10th
5. We want a way to represent how accurate our software is at guessing each letter, and
guessing the correct letter in general. We will include these graphs during senior
showcase.

Lessons learned from milestone 5:
1. Senior Showcase is a lot closer than we expected so we needed to prioritize and drop
things off of of our todo list.
Sponsor feedback on each task in milestone 5:

Sponsor Signature: ___________________________________ Date:________________

